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There is growing interest in examining the gendered nature of music practices

worldwide. Recent investigations of access to and equity in the music

industry have included studies of gender discrimination in classical music,

popular music, film music, and within the structure of colonization. This

article contributes to this work by reporting the findings of a Systematic

Literature Review (SLR) of research that addresses the gendered nature of

jazz and improvised music practices in education settings, ensembles, and

professional performance environments. Our purpose was to generate an

understanding of the phenomenon of gendered jazz and improvised music

practices through the following research questions: (1) what is the scope

and focus of existing empirical research on gender in jazz and improvised

music? (2) where has this research been undertaken, by whom, and to what

purpose? (3) what methodological approaches have been employed? (4) how

has gender been understood in this research? Findings indicate that research

on gender in the jazz and improvisation sector is largely undertaken by

women researchers working individually within the Euro-Anglosphere (US, UK,

Australia). The majority of studies were undertaken in the qualitative paradigm

with autoethnographies, case studies, ethnography, and narrative inquiry as the

dominant research approaches. A small number of studies used quantitative

or mixed methods with gender as the key variable. By contrast, qualitative

studies focused on gendered accounts of working in the jazz and improvisation

sector providing deeply personal narratives via artistic research, as illustrations

of how larger institutional and societal factors shape the experiences of

the individual. Given this personal focus, explicit referencing to theoretical

frameworks was de-emphasized in the papers reviewed. Our discussion

focuses on the individual and institutional factors that might account for these

patterns of research and knowledge production as a way of framing past and

present understandings of issues relating to gender in jazz and improvised

music. We argue that small-scale qualitative research needs to be supported

by larger-scale intersectional investigation into systemic or institutionalized
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phenomena that investigates how gender marginalization is enabled through

these structures. Recommendations for further research, policy and practice

are provided.

KEYWORDS

systematic (literature) review, gender, jazz, improvisation (music), PRISMA (preferred

reporting items for systematic review and meta-analysis), intersectionality

Introduction

There is growing interest in examining the gendered nature

of music practices worldwide. Equity and access in the music

industry has recently been explored via investigations of gender

discrimination in classical music (Scharff, 2016), popular music

(Strong and Raine, 2019), film music (Wilcox, 2021), and

within the structure of colonization (Tan, 2021). This article

contributes to this work by examining the range of literature

that addresses the gendered nature of jazz and improvised music

practices. An understanding of gender in jazz practice will

assist educators, curators, and performers when they are making

decisions regarding gender balance in programs and projects. A

gender diverse learning environment or workforce can lead to

many benefits, including increased productivity and satisfaction

(Clark et al., 2021). It also enables other women to see themselves

in roles within jazz, making them more likely to consider it as a

career path (Bird and Rhoton, 2021).

Jazz and improvisation is a global industry that encompasses

composition, improvisation, performance, recording, and

education (Dibley and Gayo, 2018; Onsman and Burke, 2018).

Historically, jazz and improvisation have been framed using

what Tucker (2002) describes as “predictable riffs” (p. 375)

that can be interpreted as commentaries on a range of issues

including “progress, modernism, primitivism, individualism,

American exceptionalism, [and] essentialist notions of race and

gender” (ibid.). Though the historic global roots of jazz and

improvisation have origins in resistance to oppression and social

activism (Heble, 2000), many aspects of contemporary jazz and

improvisation practices are described as socially divisive and

elitist (Gill, 2002; Banks and Milestone, 2011; Miller, 2016).

While we recognize that this complex mix of factors collectively

shape many aspects of how jazz and improvisation can be

experienced, understood and interpreted (particularly race), in

this article our focus is on gender.

Historic and contemporary jazz and improvisation practices

are described as perpetuating the exclusion of female-identifying

and gender non-conforming (FI and GNC) artists (Heble

and Siddall, 2000; Hope, 2017). Despite growing industry

awareness and initiatives to support FI and GNC artists’

advancement, these initiatives have made little sustainable

change to the industry’s gender profile. FI and GNC artists

are still disadvantaged in terms of income, inclusion, and

professional opportunities (Devenish et al., 2020). International

research indicates that women have historical challenges in

career development in jazz and improvisation as a result of

these gendered perceptions and constraints (Kirschbaum, 2007).

A report from the UK (Shriver, 2018) revealed that only

5% of jazz and improvisation instrumentalists (not including

vocalists) were women. This indicates that the measures

taken to date to address persistent barriers to equality in

music have been inadequate. The concerns outlined above are

echoed globally across all musics, and in 2019 an international

consortium of major music festivals, foundations, broadcasters

and institutions was formed to address the issue. Known

as The Keychange Pledge, this project aims to “transform(s)

the future of music whilst encouraging festivals and music

organizations to achieve a 50:50 gender balance by 2022”

(PRS Foundation, 2022).

As part of the first phase of a 3-year research project funded

by the Australian Research Council (ARC), we undertook a

systematic literature review (SLR) of research investigating

gender and gendered experiences in jazz and improvised music.

SLRs have become important tools, particularly in medicine

and health care (Moher et al., 2009), as they provide a means

to identify, evaluate and synthesize relevant research that has

been undertaken in pursuit of a specific question. An SLR is

strictly driven by a pre-determined protocol, which outlines

the way in which a search of the existing literature is to

be conducted (Moher et al., 2009). In addition to specific

search criteria, transparency of the inclusion and exclusion

process, and multiple reviewers (to limit bias), SLRs also address

explicit research questions. This approach provides a framework

for SLRs to offer a “cumulative” (Evans and Benefield, 2001,

p. 527) picture of existing data with many applications. For

these reasons, SLRs have become increasingly common in fields

beyond the sciences, including engineering (Torres-Carrión

et al., 2018), education (Vanassche and Kelchtermans, 2015), and

the arts (e.g., Young et al., 2016; Creech et al., 2020; Barrett

et al., 2021) as the need for evidence of what works, or what

is already known, can be useful for “informing policy makers

and practitioners” (Evans and Benefield, 2001, p. 529) and also

for shaping the direction of future research (Torres-Carrión

et al., 2018). Given the complex and extensive nature of the
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challenges outlined in the background above, we adopted the

SLR methodology in order to explore the following questions:

1. What is the scope and focus of existing empirical research

on gender in jazz and improvised music?

2. Where has this research been undertaken, by whom, and

to what purpose?

3. What methodological approaches have been employed?

4. How has gender been understood in this research?

Methods

We drew upon the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items

for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses) Statement and

PRISMA Checklist as outlined by Liberati et al. (2009) in this

review. As per their recommendations, we outline below the

parameters of our SLR, and the results of our systematic searches

including criteria for inclusion or exclusion. Our search was

also guided by Cooke et al. (2012) SPIDER systematic search

tool (Sample, Phenomenon of Interest, Design, Evaluation,

and Research type). Cooke et al. (2012) developed the

SPIDER tool after observing that PICO (Population/problem,

Intervention/exposure, Comparison, and Outcome), the most

common search tool used in SLRs, was ideal for quantitative

studies but less effective for the analysis of qualitative and

mixed methods research. The SPIDER tool is an adaptation

of the PICO parameters developed by Cooke et al. that

makes room for some of the distinguishing features of

qualitative research, including smaller sample sizes, findings

that are not always generalizable, and outcomes that may be

“unobservable” or “subjective constructs” (Cooke et al., 2012,

p. 1437).

Initial searches

Moher et al. (2009) observe the iterative nature of the

SLR process, and as we developed our search protocol some

refinement was needed. We conducted a series of preliminary

searches through a university library search engine, Google

Scholar, and the JSTOR, Web of Science, EbscoHost, and

ProQuest databases to refine our search terms and establish

an appropriate starting date. Our preliminary searches yielded

thousands of results and many unrelated papers, largely due

to our use of “gender” and “improv∗” as search terms which

returned a high volume of medical-related papers. Searches of

jazz AND gender, and improvisation AND gender similarly

yielded thousands of results. (Jazz OR improv∗) AND (women

OR gender) led to a reduction in results before we settled on

the following:

(Jazz OR improvisation) AND (women OR gender)

We similarly found that the time frame also significantly

influenced our results. While we initially explored a starting

date of 1980 (given that the early 1980s was a turning point

for research on women’s participation in the Australian arts

sector through the Women in the Arts project (Appleton, 1982)

search results numbers were unwieldy. We also tested a starting

date of 2000, for practical and scholarly reasons. Moreover,

the year 2000 marks a time when academic publications were

more widely available online, and given that Sherrie Tucker’s

seminal journal article, “Big Ears: Listening for Gender in

Jazz Studies,” appeared in 2002 this seemed an appropriate

starting point.

First search and initial screening

Our first search and screening comprised a search of

databases, three of which enabled us to access collections with

a strong arts and humanities focus: JSTOR, Web of Science (all

databases), Ebscohost—RILM and Music Index, and ProQuest

Central. Criteria for inclusion at the initial screening phase was

as follows:

• Published after 1 January, 2000—February, 2022

• English language

• Full-text

• Peer reviewed

Using the criteria above, we received a total of

495 results.

Second screening

The second screening had two phases: the elimination of

duplicates and screening of titles. We first (Author 1 and

Author 2) imported the initial search results into Endnote

and eliminated duplicates using Endnote’s duplicate removal

function, followed by a further check and manual removal

of any remaining duplicates (59 items, leaving a total of 436

papers). Titles were then screened by the same team of two

and a further 311 papers were excluded because they did not

explore our areas of focus or were not primarily research-

focused (for example, a number of papers related to a novel

with the word jazz in the title but the focus was literary studies,

not jazz and improvisation). It was at this stage that we also

introduced elements of SPIDER into our search, in particular,

the Phenomenon under Investigation. Criteria for inclusion at

this stage:

• Paper title reflected connection to the discipline of music

or work (where necessary the team viewed the abstract

for clarification)
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A spreadsheet with abstracts and screen 2 criteria notes

for the remaining 125 papers was generated to inform the

third screening.

Third screening

The full list of 125 papers (titles and abstracts and screen 2

criteria notes) were reviewed individually by three researchers

(Authors 1, 2, and 3) against the criteria outlined above prior

to meeting for discussion. As recommended by McDonagh

et al. (2013) the additional researcher who contributed to the

third screening was a senior research member of our team.

After considering the research type (as per SPIDER) the papers

retained after the third phase met the following criteria:

• Only papers based on empirical research were retained

(where necessary the team viewed the abstract

for clarification)

• Only research fitting the reference period was retained

(where necessary the team viewed the abstract

for clarification)

• Connection to research focus: gender and involvement of

jazz and improvised music

• Focus on active work in jazz and improvised music

• All researchers had to agree about inclusion or exclusion of

papers at this stage.

Retained papers: 18

The 18 retained papers were then analyzed by the full

research team against the SPIDER (Sample, Phenomenon of

Interest, Design, Evaluation and Research type) search tool in

full (Cooke et al., 2012). Each paper was assigned to two readers,

who both closely read the paper and collated the information

relevant to the SPIDER search parameters in a spreadsheet. The

full research team then met to discuss this final search stage and

to analyze the results.

Results

In this section, we explore the results of our SLR, beginning

with the PRISMA flow diagram of the screening process.

FIGURE 1

Screening process flowchart. Figure created with PRISMA Flow Diagram Generator by Toronto Health Economics and Technology Assessment

Collaboration (http://prisma.thetacollaborative.ca/).
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TABLE 1 Research setting and musical scope (3 papers had multiple settings have been included more than once in this table).

Improvisation Jazz Improvisation and Jazz Other (many genres)

Secondary 1 1

Higher education 2 1 1

Industry (Professional) 1 10 3 1

Industry (Community) 1

TABLE 2 Geographical distribution of the research.

Africa 1

Australia 3

Europe 4

North America 9

South America 1

UK 4

TABLE 3 Gender of authors.

Women 19

Men 11

Figure 1 below is a flowchart of the screening process.

Once the screening process and SPIDER analysis was

complete, we compiled a table summarizing the research setting

and focus of the 18 retained papers in order to address research

question (1) what is the scope and focus of existing empirical

research on gender in jazz and improvised music?

Table 1 above, provides insights into the range of research

settings in which the research was undertaken and the

musical focus (jazz and/or improvisation). Overall, there

were significantly more papers with a focus on jazz than

improvisation. Thirteen papers explicitly looked at jazz, while

only 2 were explicitly concerned with improvised music. Papers

explored gendered experiences of involvement in jazz and

improvisedmusic in a range of settings, including secondary and

tertiary education, and industry environments. A further three

papers featured multiple settings, but, in the main, the research

focus was on industry professionals (15 papers in total).

We then expanded our analysis to highlight further details

of the publications in order to answer research question (2)

“where has this research been undertaken, by whom, and to

what purpose?” Tables 2, 3 above provide a summary of the key

aspects of the retained papers relevant to question (2). There was

a reasonable geographic spread in the papers; concomitantly it is

worth noting the strong concentration of papers from the Global

North and limited papers from the Global South (Asia and Latin

America) which may be due to the English language only criteria

for inclusion.

We also collated the gender of the authors to look for

patterns, and found that there were almost twice as many female

authors as male authors.

We then examined the different research designs and

methods employed in the papers (Table 4), as part of addressing

research question (3) “what methodological approaches have

been employed?” Qualitative studies outnumbered quantitative

studies, with a strong emphasis on interview and historical

qualitative data analysis.

As recommended by Joanna Briggs Institute (2017), we

then examined the papers for their methodological congruity

as part of assessing the quality of the retained papers.

Papers were checked against nine criteria in this phase,

outlined in Table 5 below. Through this critical appraisal we

observed inconsistencies and limitations in research design,

data collection, analysis, interpretation of results, researcher

positioning, and bias.

This analysis revealed that two-thirds of the papers

provided clear links between the philosophical perspective

being taken and the research design. Choice of research

methodology in relation to the research question/s was clearly

in alignment in half of the 18 papers analyzed, whilst in

the remaining papers, there was no clear research question

stated. Similarly, looking at the methods of data collection,

analysis, and interpretation of results, 13 papers directly

addressed these aspects of their research design but in the

remaining papers, these aspects were most often unclear or

not applicable. There was a strong commitment overall to

the participant voice coming through in the research, with

15 of the 18 papers making this a clear focus. However, we

noted that despite the majority of papers being situated in

the qualitative paradigm, researcher acknowledgment of the

foundational concepts of researcher positionality and bias and

their connection with credibility and trustworthiness (e.g.,

Flyvbjerg, 2011) was understated or the connections were

not made. The limitations relating to the clear establishment

of the credibility and trustworthiness of the papers analyzed

extended beyond other issues relating to researcher transparency

such as positionality and bias (e.g., Allen, 1994) into ethics,

and none of the papers included a clear and detailed ethical

statement. While for some papers ethical clearance was

not applicable, there were many others where (given the

research design adopted), an ethical statement would have

been appropriate.

In further interrogation of methodological approaches,

settings and researchers in relation to research question (3), we

also conducted a sub-analysis by author.
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TABLE 4 Research design and primary method.

Approach Method Type of data Total

Qualitative Quantitative Mixed method

Narrative inquiry Interviews 5

Case studies Interviews 2

Ethnography Interviews 3

Autoethnography 4 4

Observation 1 1

Correlational Survey 2 1 3

Secondary/Archival Existing qualitative data analysis 3 3

Existing dataset analysis 1 1 2

Total 13 3 2 18

TABLE 5 Critical appraisal—methodological quality.

Yes No Not clear or

not applicable

Congruity: Philosophical perspective with methodology 12 6

Congruity: Methodology with research question 9 9

Congruity: Methodology with data collection methods 13 1 4

Congruity: Methodology with analysis and representation of data 13 5

Congruity: Methodology with interpretation of results 13 2 3

Researcher positionality: Cultural and theoretical location of research 8 10

Influence of the researcher 7 11

Participant voice represented 15 3

Ethics 10 8

“Yes”= clearly or explicitly has both elements, which align.

“No”= clearly or explicitly has elements, but they do not align.

“N/A or not clear”= One or more elements is not applicable to the research, or is not clearly stated.

Sub-analysis by author

In this sub-analysis we grouped papers according to author,

including: author gender; research paradigm; research methods;

and, participants. The sub-analysis, outlined in Table 6, revealed

that of the 18 papers, 14 were sole-authored, and 12 of these had

female authors. Author gender identity was determined through

a cross-check of pronouns used in the author’s institutional

profile. Of these 12 papers, 8 employed a qualitative research

design, with a preference for in-depth interviews, and a small

number of participants. Three of the 8 qualitative papers

were autoethnographic studies. Two sole-authored papers were

written by males, one exploring female perspectives, and the

other amale perspective. Of the remaining 4 co-authored papers,

3 had two authors (1 male, 1 female × 2, 2 male × 1), and one

had multiple (10) authors. The co-authored papers included two

mixed methods studies and two qualitative studies. Looking in

finer detail at the retained papers, we noted that the research

presented in just three of the papers appear to have been

supported by specific funding, and at least 7 of the authors

have had their papers published while they were still doctoral

candidates, or were early career researchers.

Finally, to address research question (4) how has gender

been understood in this research?, we compiled a table bringing

together the stated theoretical frameworks authors drew upon,

together with the approach to gender in each paper. Table 7

below lists the understandings of gender and disciplinary or

theoretical position underpinning the 18 retained papers.

Analyzing Table 7, it is evident that amultitude of theoretical

ideas has informed the research undertaken. Gender was

similarly framed in multiple ways, with authors referring to

performative, experiential, and identity-based views of gender,

in addition to research that explored gender as a variable.

Assessment of risk and bias

Areas of risk and bias in this SLR included study selection

and researcher bias. To mitigate the risk of bias, we took the

following steps as recommended by McDonagh et al. (2013)
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TABLE 6 Subanalysis by author.

Sub-analysis by author

Gender Research

paradigm

Research

methodologies

Number of research

participants

Gender of

participants

Sole-authored papers

Browning (2007) F Qualitative Interview/conversation 2 1 man, 1 woman

Caudwell (2012) F Qualitative,

historical

Interview 2 Women

Denson (2014) F Qualitative Interview 10 9 women, 1 man

Istvandity (2016) F Qualitative Autoethnography 1 Women

Jovicevic (2021) F Qualitative Autoethnography 1 Women

McKeage (2004) F Quantitative Survey N = 628 44% men, 56%

women

Metzelaar (2004) F Qualitative Interview 5 Women

Picaud (2016) F Mixed

methods

Analysis of

concert/venue

programming

N/A N/A

Suzuki (2013) F Qualitative Interview 13 Women

Vargas (2008) M Qualitative Ethnography Not stated Men

Wehr-Flowers (2006) F Quantitative Survey 137 83 men, 54 women

Williams (2005) F Qualitative Autoethnography 1 Women

Willis (2008) F Qualitative Historical analysis N/A N/A

Hannaford (2017) M Qualitative Interview 5 Women

Sub-total 14

Co-authored papers

Wahl and Ellingson (2018) 1 F, 1M Qualitative Historical interview

analysis

198 174 men, 24 women

MacDonald and Wilson (2006) 2M Qualitative Interview 10 6 men, 4 women

McAndrew and Widdop (2021) 1 F, 1M Mixed

methods

Survey Not specified; multiple data

sets

N/A

Welch et al. (2008) 5M, 5 F Mixed

methods

Survey, case studies 244 (survey); 27 (interviews) 55% men 45%

women

Sub-total 4

by clearly stating the inclusion and exclusion criteria, which

were rigorously applied at all stages. McDonagh et al. (2013)

also recommend the process of dual review, that is “having two

reviewers independently assess citations for inclusion” (p. 16)

as a further step in reducing the risk of bias. In our case, all

stages of the SLR process were undertaken by multiple members

of the research team, with the final selection stage involving

three members of the research team, one of whom is a senior

researcher. Analysis of papers was undertaken by the full team

of eight researchers.

Discussion

In the discussion which follows, we return to our four central

research questions as we explore the implications of our findings.

(1) what is the scope and focus of existing empirical research

on gender in jazz and improvised music? (2) where has this

research been undertaken, by whom, and to what purpose? (3)

what methodological approaches have been employed? (4) How

has gender been understood in this research?

RQ 1: Research scope and focus

The scope of the research was reflected in the choice

of research settings. Observation of participants in natural

settings (Clancey, 2006) is an appropriate choice for qualitative

research design, but the wide range of theoretical and analytical

approaches taken with the data gives the impression of many

possibilities and problems. Similarly, the lack of clarity around

researcher positionality and bias identified in our analysis

tended to limit the degree to which alternative angles of the

situation came across (Allen, 1994; Flyvbjerg, 2011). In the

case of the autoethnographic studies (4 papers) this is perhaps

understandable, but in the remaining papers it is unclear
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TABLE 7 Theoretical framework and framing of gender.

References How is gender

framed/approached?

Discipline/Theoretical

position: Explicitly discussed

and referenced in paper

Discipline: No explicit

theoretical position

Browning (2007) Gender as performance Ethnomusicology; gender

performativity

Caudwell (2012) Gender as experience/ Gender

as performance

Feminist musicology; leisure studies

Denson (2014) Gender as experience Feminist musicology;

hegemonic masculinity

Hannaford (2017) Gender as

performance/Gender as

experience

Gender studies; intersectionality

Istvandity (2016) Gender as experience/Gender

as performance

Gender studies; gender performativity

Jovicevic (2021) Gender as experience Gender studies; intersectionality

MacDonald and Wilson (2006) Gender as experience/Gender

as identity

Ethnomusicology; identity theory

McAndrew and Widdop (2021) Gender as variable Cultural studies; cultural consumption

theory

McKeage (2004) Gender as variable Music education; socialization theory

Metzelaar (2004) Gender as experience/Gender

as performance

Sociology; organizational theory

Picaud (2016) Gender as variable Feminist musicology; intersectionality

Suzuki (2013) Gender as experience Ethnomusicology; intersectionality

Vargas (2008) Gender as experience Ethnomusicology; intersectionality

Wahl and Ellingson (2018) Gender as variable/ Gender as

experience

Sociology; hegemonic masculinity

Wehr-Flowers (2006) Gender as variable Music education; social psychology

Welch et al. (2008) Gender as variable/Gender as

experience

Music education; social psychology

Williams (2005) Gender as experience/Gender

as performance

Ethnomusicology;

intersectionality

Willis (2008) Gender as experience/Gender

as performance

Gender studies; hegemonic masculinity

why well-established qualitative research methods relating to

transparency were not fully followed.

The musical focus in the retained papers reflected a more

concentrated focus on jazz (13 papers), with only 2 papers

focused on improvised music. The remaining papers had a

combined jazz/improvisation focus.

RQ 2: Geographical location

There was a clear geographical focus to the research

reviewed, with papers largely coming from North America and

Europe, reflecting a strong Northern hemisphere focus, followed

by a small number of papers from Australia and sole papers

from South Africa and the Global South. This finding reflects the

dominance of US/European scholarship in this area, as much as

it also reflects the limitations of the language parameters of our

search, and highlights a northern/southern hemisphere divide.

Perspectives of issues around gender in jazz and improvised

music reflected here offer a developed western world view of

the problem.

RQ 2: Gender of authors

Twelve of the 14 sole-authored papers were written by

women and there was a predominance of qualitative, in-depth

interviews among these papers. In terms of co-authored papers,
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women authors were involved in 3 of the 4 co-authored papers,

and in 2 of these papers, the woman was the lead author. Of the

11 authors whoweremen, 9 worked on co-authored papers, with

2 as lead authors, and 2 as sole authors.

Looking across the breakdown of authorship and the

distribution of funding, much of the work being done in this

area appears to be by researchers who are women, lacking in

institutional support for research in this area. Of the three papers

where funding was clearly acknowledged, all were co-authored,

and two of the papers were led by women. It is possible,

therefore, that a lack of research funding in this area is shaping

efforts, especially the research methods, and consequently what

is being published. Examining papers with significant funding,

only 1 paper fits into this category (Welch et al., 2008), and it

featured a team of 10 authors, led by a man.

The scope and scale of the retained papers was therefore

greatly varied, which has implications for how gendered

experiences in jazz and improvised music have been

investigated, as well as how they are currently understood.

Similarly, analysis of the people undertaking this research

reveals strong contributions from practitioners, not just

academics, and practitioner/early career academics. Examining

the career stages of the authors at the time of publication (where

it was declared) it becomes clear that six of the papers arose

from authors’ doctoral dissertations or work as early career

researchers. The bulk of the responsibility for investigating and

articulating what is a widespread and intractable workplace

occurrence (problem) therefore seems to be largely taken

up by lone women practitioner/researcher-pioneers with

limited resources.

RQ 3: Methodological approaches

The conditions outlined above may have influenced the

overwhelming preference for qualitative research methods (13

papers), and the framing of research in narrative and storytelling

terms (9 papers). These papers used methods of ethnography

or autoethnography (Williams, 2005; MacDonald and Wilson,

2006; Suzuki, 2013; Istvandity, 2016; Jovicevic, 2021), and

interview or case studies (Metzelaar, 2004; Welch et al., 2008;

Suzuki, 2013; Hannaford, 2017). Additionally, a number of

papers were based on analysis of secondary interview or archival

data (Willis, 2008; Caudwell, 2012; Denson, 2014; Wahl and

Ellingson, 2018). While these methods limit the generalizability

of findings, this bank of qualitative accounts can serve as

templates for how others might interpret their own experiences.

RQ 4: Understandings of gender

Theoretical frameworks

Three main approaches toward gender guided the papers

found in this review: gender as experience, gender as

performance, and gender as a variable. Some papers were

coded in more than one category as they approached gender in

multiple ways.

Gender as experience/identity

The 13 papers coded within this category focused upon

gendered experiences, adopting theoretical frameworks from

multiple disciplines such as leisure or expertise studies (Welch

et al., 2008; Caudwell, 2012), theories of identity and hegemony

(MacDonald and Wilson, 2006; Denson, 2014; Istvandity, 2016;

Hannaford, 2017; Wahl and Ellingson, 2018), organizational

studies (Metzelaar, 2004), and intersectionality (Williams,

2005; Vargas, 2008; Willis, 2008; Suzuki, 2013; Jovicevic,

2021). Sociological and phenomenological understandings

underpinned the theoretical frameworks used in these papers,

positioning gender as an identity or experience within a wider

socio-cultural framework. All but one were focussed upon

women as subjects, with a single paper addressing experiences

and expressions of male blackness through jazz (Vargas,

2008). Using these qualitative interdisciplinary approaches, this

literature supported the notions that marginalized experiences

and identities are perpetuated throughout hegemonic structures

within the musical discourse, industry, and organizational

structures, and reinforced throughout broader societies and

cultures. Focussing upon the exclusion or discrimination of

gender diverse orminority participants, these papers highlighted

how participants have navigated and negotiated such structures

in the past and present. Acknowledging intersecting factors

of race, class, religion, age, and nationality, this literature

emphasizes “testimonies as a subjective point of view” (Jovicevic,

2021, p. 149) for the mechanisms of discrimination that can be

observed throughout jazz and improvisation.

Gender as performance

Seven papers focussed on gender through a performance

lens (Butler, 2006). Due to the nature of gender performativity,

which draws upon and is reinforced by identity and experience,

most of these also covered aspects of gendered experience

and identity discussed above (Metzelaar, 2004; Williams, 2005;

Willis, 2008; Caudwell, 2012; Istvandity, 2016; Hannaford,

2017; Jovicevic, 2021). Only one paper was concerned with

gender performance without a similar emphasis on gendered

experience, instead discussing culturally gendered dialogues in

a collaboration between music and Brazilian dance (Browning,

2007). These papers tended to explore the physical, temporal,

or artistic space occupied by women in music; with authors

discussing how gendered experiences and cultural notions

tend to manifest through medium of expression (such as

genre or instrument choice) (Metzelaar, 2004; Williams, 2005;

Willis, 2008; Istvandity, 2016; Jovicevic, 2021), or the musical

performance itself (Williams, 2005; Browning, 2007; Willis,

2008; Caudwell, 2012; Istvandity, 2016; Hannaford, 2017).
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Many of these papers could thus be considered examples of

feminist aesthetics, employing poststructural or postmodern

lenses to analyse interviews (Metzelaar, 2004; Browning, 2007;

Caudwell, 2012; Hannaford, 2017), autoethnographic accounts

(Williams, 2005; Istvandity, 2016; Jovicevic, 2021), or secondary

data (Willis, 2008). Like the research discussed above which

focussed upon gendered experiences, the individual responses

presented in these accounts were offered as examples of

individual negotiation between oppressed groups and larger

structural forces.

Gender as variable

A smaller number of papers (6) framed gender as a variable

or means of comparison between study participants. These

tended to be larger-scale or quantitative analyses, with a greater

proportion of papers in this category having multiple authors

(McKeage, 2004;Wehr-Flowers, 2006;Welch et al., 2008; Picaud,

2016;Wahl and Ellingson, 2018; McAndrew andWiddop, 2021).

Frameworks employed came from cultural studies (Welch et al.,

2008; Picaud, 2016; Wahl and Ellingson, 2018; McAndrew

and Widdop, 2021), education (McKeage, 2004; Wehr-Flowers,

2006; Welch et al., 2008), and psychology (Wehr-Flowers,

2006). Although these studies were able to address gendered

phenomena on a larger scale, analyses were less nuanced than

those framing gender as an experience, identity, or performance.

Only one of these papers examined intersectional factors in

any depth (Picaud, 2016), with the rest instead focussing on

instrument played, musical genre, or musical activity (such

as playing in a high school ensemble or industry setting)

(McKeage, 2004; Wehr-Flowers, 2006; Welch et al., 2008; Wahl

and Ellingson, 2018; McAndrew and Widdop, 2021).

Collective summary of findings

While there was no consensus about how best to approach

research into gendered experiences of jazz and improvisedmusic

in the 18 papers we reviewed, there were some clear themes that

emerged through their findings. Women in jazz and improvised

music face differing obstacles to success than men, as they

must navigate both a historically male-dominated meritocratic

approach to inclusion, together with their own exclusion and

marginalization due to their gender (Suzuki, 2013). These

challenges were framed and described as both systemic and

individual issues in the papers reviewed (e.g., Willis, 2008).

Findings highlighted ways in which the “meritocratic” belief

system of jazz is often used to justify or obscure gender

hierarchies and discrimination (MacDonald and Wilson, 2006).

From the point of view of navigating jazz and improvised music

teaching, learning and work environments, discrimination is

experienced in a wide range of ways not only in relation to

gender, but also to instrument (Istvandity, 2016). Gender makes

a difference to what a person brings to an ensemble (Browning,

2007), and gendered experiences are often reinforced by binaries

relating to a person’s instrument (Istvandity, 2016; Wahl and

Ellingson, 2018), which are in turn applied as ways of assessing a

musician’s legitimacy (McAndrew and Widdop, 2021).

Gender has been found to have a significant effect on

participation and attrition in jazz in the transitions from high

school, to college and then into the profession (McKeage,

2004; Welch et al., 2008). Lived experiences of discrimination

influence individual improvisational practices (Hannaford,

2017), musician identity (MacDonald and Wilson, 2006; Wehr-

Flowers, 2006) and contribute to experiences of marginalization

(Williams, 2005). Low representation of women artists (10%)

was also observed in Picaud’s (2016) analysis of programming

in the Parisian jazz scene which is reflective of broader

tendencies toward a focus on genre, nationality and race as

reflections of diversity in jazz, rather than gender (see also

Suzuki, 2013).

Gender and concepts of masculinity in particular have

shaped jazz and improvised music-making environments that

can be off-putting or excluding for women (Wehr-Flowers,

2006; Caudwell, 2012; Denson, 2014) reinforcing the view that

jazz and improvised music is both male-defined and male-

dominated (Jovicevic, 2021). McAndrew and Widdop (2021)

draw attention to the combined impact of these factors in

contributing to women’s low engagement with jazz, significantly

lower recording outputs and consistent disadvantage due to

their gender. Different approaches to socializing, barriers to

acquiring formal education, limited access to networks and

gatekeeping, gendering of instruments, canonization of male

musicians and caregiving responsibilities all highlight the

intersectional nature of the challenges identified, which result in

sustained perceptions of women artists’ lack of legitimacy and

promulgate an “internally elitist” community (McAndrew and

Widdop, 2021, p. 691). They concluded that further research

into the function of gender inequalities within genres is required

to “debias jazz in the interests of musicians, audiences and the

music itself ” (McAndrew andWiddop, 2021, p. 712). Navigating

this environment requires double negotiation for women, who

must not only master their instrument and the form, but also

negotiate the experience of marginalization within a male-

dominated community (Suzuki, 2013) that is driven by an idea

of legitimacy that is dependent upon being male.

A limited range of solutions to these challenges were

proposed, the most common solutions being those led by,

initiated by, or designed for women only (Metzelaar, 2004;

Denson, 2014). Acquiescence to existing hierarchies was

presented as one possible solution. For example, Wahl and

Ellingson (2018) found that successful women in the jazz

scene have conformed to and capitalized on gender-exclusive

and inclusive (e.g., vocalists) cultures. For others, the role

of gender was down-played in participant accounts of work-

related experiences (Suzuki, 2013) in favor of nationality or
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race. Recommendations were also made regarding changes at

the education level (Metzelaar, 2004; Welch et al., 2008) and to

leadership in the form of more female role models.

In sum, the findings highlight the multifaceted nature of

gendered experiences of involvement in jazz and improvised

music, which have personal, professional and educational

consequences. Endemic notions of merit and diversity appear to

be blind to gender in preference to genre, race, and nationality,

inadvertently perpetuating the idea that jazz and improvised

music environments are more equitable and open to all than

they actually are. Issues around the relationship between the

idea of legitimacy and gender raised by McAndrew and Widdop

(2021), however, drawn attention to the differences between

“the inherent nature of improvisation” (p. 691) and gendered

approaches to “improvisational practice” (ibid.). The ideals of

jazz and of improvisation would appear to be more progressive

on paper than they are in practice.

Recommendations

Time to acknowledge the problem

While the research findings clearly indicate that depending

on one’s gender, the experience of involvement in jazz and

improvised music is likely to be markedly different, what is

missing is consensus on the nature of the challenge. The

literature reviewed here reinforces the idea that there is a

problem, but does not yet explore the ways in which the

problem might be called out, addressed, or rectified on a

level of scale beyond the individual, festival or organization.

This may be because the “workplace” in jazz and improvised

music is constantly shifting or hard to define, or that

many music environments are unregulated and informal

workspaces (McSharry et al., 2015). However, in order for

initiatives such as the Keychange Pledge to be effective,

greater understanding of how to negotiate attitudinal and

behavioral shifts in unregulated workspaces will be key.

While some of the research gives a strong grass-roots, on-

the-ground picture of the experiences of those working in

jazz and improvised music, the predominantly individual

accounts that emerge through this SLR when viewed on

their own may perhaps fail to reflect what is evident when

the findings are viewed collectively. Gendered experiences

of disadvantage in jazz and improvisation highlight endemic

problems of gender discrimination at all of the various

levels examined, and these appear to have been systemically

sidestepped, ignored and/or perpetuated through ideals of

meritocracy and legitimacy with deeply masculine foundations.

Rather than viewing the problem one researcher at a time,

the collective findings from this SLR highlight the need

to take an ecological view of the problem if it is to be

meaningfully addressed.

Time for an expanded focus

What is needed now are stronger connections to existing

research conversations and the work of others in the field. This

SLR highlights existing research findings relating to a range

of challenges, possibilities, and problems, through each of the

papers, but also reveals a lack of connection between authors,

experiences and findings when viewed as a body of knowledge.

Taking the aerial view offered by the SLR, we find that the

researchmight explore how people live with the problem or have

managed it on their own, but this is not the same as overcoming

it at an institutional or sector-wide level.

Time to look sideways or in other
directions for answers

While the research reviewed offered insights into gendered

experiences of jazz and improvised music, findings that

might enable challenges to be addressed on a larger scale

were somewhat limited. We note that a “systematic review

is essentially an analysis of the available literature (that is,

evidence) and a judgment of the effectiveness or otherwise of

a practice, involving a series of complex steps” (Joanna Briggs

Institute, 2017, p. 2). In our case, the search terms adopted for

this SLR yielded research limited in quantity, varied in its quality,

and, while the literature reviewed provides some nuanced

individual experiences of gender in jazz and improvised music

settings, there remain significant gaps in our understanding.

Looking at the findings of the 18 retained papers, overall we

note there are no solutions here—rather what our SLR revealed

is that we still appear to be mapping the territory: one researcher

at a time.

One observation looking across the different papers is

that while gender appears to be understood and framed

in different ways the overall picture of learning and work

experiences appears to be one of wide-ranging discrimination.

The nuanced experiences reported, highlight how multifaceted,

and commonplace discrimination is (extending beyond gender

to choice of instrument, for example), just as the beliefs

and values described illustrate the many ways discriminatory

practices are sustained.

A way to approach the expanded research agenda we

recommend is to look sideways, and beyond the present jazz

and improvised music discourses in order to develop more

structured, cohesive, and better-supported research. Looking to

inroads being made in science (for example, the Athena SWAN

program), the visual arts (e.g., the Know my Name initiative

of the National Gallery of Australia), and theater, film and

television (Screen Australia’s Gender Matters Taskforce) may

provide alternative ideas for research design, sector initiatives

and possible outcomes.
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Given the interdisciplinary nature of the subject, which

spans studies of both music and gender, and extends to

such broad areas as ethnomusicology, cultural histories,

music analysis, and educational psychology, there were

varied understandings of gender across all papers. However,

although the research addressed how gender contributes

to marginalization in jazz and improvisation, less explicit

attention was paid to what precisely these understandings

of gender are, what they mean, and how they impact

the research. Conceptions of gender were largely implied

throughout the papers, and overwhelmingly presented as

a binary, potentially overlooking a key area of discussion

in the quest to highlight discrimination. Explicating and

problematizing the complexity of gender understandings, as

well as its implications in the context of jazz and improvisation,

may be a fruitful area of future exploration in this area.

In this vein, looking to intersectional frameworks such as

feminist studies, queer studies and phenomenologies, and

explorations of race and power, will add further depth to the

conversation (Collins, 2002; Ahmed, 2006; Butler, 2006; Tucker,

2008).

Similarly expanding the scope beyond the experiences of

the individual in jazz and improvised music, as valuable as this

is, is also needed. We noted that on the whole, the research

reviewed was largely unfunded work, undertaken by pioneering

early career women researchers working alone, who may have

formed a research agenda upon their own experiences of gender

marginalization. This may help explain the limitations to the

discussions of gender complexity noted above. Attempting to

understand and address what appears to be a widely experienced

issue one artist or researcher at a time is unlikely to bring

about the breadth or depth of change required. To that

end, further problematization of the workplace, and indeed

greater attempts to understand and define the many and varied

spaces that constitute the workplace for practicing arts in jazz

and improvised music, are urgently needed. Understanding

gendered experiences as workplace, not just personal narratives,

opens up much-needed new directions in the research discourse

around the impact of widespread and systemic workplace

discrimination in jazz and improvised music. While awareness

of racial discrimination has been a feature in the jazz discourse

for some time (Borgo, 2002; Lewis, 2016), attempting to bring

a united gender-based agenda into research and/or practice

in this area raises questions as to how gender is understood,

and which theoretical frameworks most effectively illuminate

the challenges, which in turn reflect what we understand the

challenges to be. Gender and workplace discrimination, for

example, are legislated areas where policy, research, and practice

are well-documented. It may be that expanding the research

scope and focus into the area of workplace discrimination

may help define a new research agenda that contributes to

fostering more inclusive and diverse jazz and improvised

music scenes.

Limitations

As a review system designed for quantitative research, we

acknowledge that the SLR format is not necessarily well-suited to

the arts and humanities. However, SLRs have been successfully

adapted to qualitative research to provide an overview of themes

and trends in the field (Joanna Briggs Institute, 2017). Evans

and Benefield (2001) suggest that social research design is not

always evaluative in the same way that medical research might

be: “Thus, the questions addressed [are] not so much “What

works?” but “How does it feel?” (p. 528), and this certainly

appears to accord with the scope of our findings in this SLR.

While understanding individual experience is both valuable and

important, we are perhaps missing a thread in the discourse that

is dedicated to “what works” (Evans and Benefield, 2001) in areas

that would lead to lasting change.

Conclusion

What is evident through this SLR, is that this slice of

the discourse, while illuminating, does not appear to focus

on research that might lead to greater inclusivity nor offer

solutions and pathways to greater inclusivity at levels of scale

that might make the sector more genuinely equitable. Broader

concepts such as intersectionality might perhaps be employed

to great effect for better understanding gendered experiences

of jazz and improvised music, particularly in quantitative

or mixed-methods research. Crenshaw (2015) observes that

“Intersectionality is an analytic sensibility,” “but a term can do

no more than those who use it have the power to command”

(Crenshaw, 2015). In this SLR, we encountered mostly in-depth,

individual accounts of involvement in jazz and improvised

music across a range of settings and circumstances. This

dispersed view of the problem does not adequately capture

how widespread these experiences (anecdotally) seem to be, nor

how they might be mitigated. For these reasons, we find that

this SLR raises many more questions than it answers: What is

the true scope of gendered experiences of jazz and improvised

music? Are the challenges and inequities described musical

problems? Identity problems? Gender problems? Or, problems

of workplace discrimination? Suzuki’s (2013) description of “the

instrumental jazz scene [as] a site where both gender and race

merge in complex dialogues that involve authenticity, belonging,

and career advancement” (p. 207) suggests that there are no

easy answers.
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